Highly available Web-based applications require designs that address issues not only of availability, but also of reachability and performance. This article defines high availability and presents approaches for producing maintainable, highly available Web applications. This author cites the Global Combat Support System—Air Force, a network-centric, common technical services-based highly available system as one such example.

To guarantee the quality of service (QoS) deployed warfighters need, combat support systems and applications should be designed to provide near 100 percent availability. Each design activity, which includes usability design, functional design, role-based access control design, and component design, supports the warfighter in some meaningful way. When dealing with the vast technical challenges related to combat support Web application design, it is important not to lose sight of this overarching objective.

The Global Combat Support System—Air Force (GCSS-AF) Air Force Portal, shown in Figure 1, is an example of a Web application that provides dynamic personalized content to warfighters. The Air Force Portal provides both functional and informational capabilities; warfighters can perform their mission using the hosted combat support mission applications, access U.S. Air Force resources and tools, and read about current events. Critical combat support mission applications hosted on the GCSS-AF system, like the Online Vehicle Interactive Management System, Fleet Asset Status, and the Combat Ammunition System, provide excellent examples of the types of Web applications that should be designed for high availability.

One aspect of application development that is often overlooked is ensuring that applications are designed to provide high availability (HA). Proper attention must be given to HA during application design and integration testing to avoid fielding applications that cannot provide 100 percent up time. To illustrate this point, consider the testing phase, which occurs late in development. Why is it that, when compared to functional testing, which usually receives proper attention, HA testing is scarcely considered?

There are many reasons why HA does not receive proper attention during the design phase. One reason is that engineering teams are rushed to meet schedules and do not have the time for proper HA design. Another reason is that many software engineers do not have experience with HA construction and instead focus primarily on functionality. Finally, Web application development is a relatively new paradigm; at least the aspect of developing for a shared enterprise is new.

The remainder of this article defines HA, presents concepts of HA system design, and introduces design approaches for producing maintainable, highly available Web applications.

HA Described

As viewed, HA is comprised of three key components: availability, reachability, and performance. If any of these components is deficient or fails, then the Web-based system is essentially rendered degraded, or worse, unusable to the warfighters depending on its services.

A system is available when all of the necessary system services are up and operating correctly. When the system is available, users can log in through the security subsystem, navigate the Web site, and access and use any of the hosted Web applications for which they have permission. Required services are those that must be operating for a user to receive service. If just one required service goes down, the entire system moves into a state of non-availability and becomes incapable of providing any service to users. For example, every essential service of the system may be alive except the security subsystem user-authentication service. Without this one crucial service, the system is rendered non-operational. However, system availability is only one element of HA, the system must also be both reachable and performing adequately.

A system is reachable when users can access it over the network using a Web browser. Reachability is primarily concerned with assuring robust network service. Problems such as network service outages, improperly configured firewalls and proxies, and router failures will make even an available system unreachable [1].
If the system is both available and reachable, users will receive service, and hopefully with good performance.

For a Web application to be in a highly available state, availability and reachability must be provided in a redundant manner that effectively removes all potential single points of failure. Fail-over is a system capability that allows a failed service to automatically be recovered (usually on a secondary or redundant server) in such a manner that the impact on both system processing and users’ work is negligible. To ensure fail-over, every server, software service, and network component comprising the system must have at least two independent instances configured. In this manner, users cannot be denied service by any single system component failure.

The performance of HA Web applications must, at a minimum, adequately support warfighters in accomplishing their mission. Poor performance hinders user efficiency, creates frustration, and ultimately degrades U.S. Air Force operational capability. Anybody that has ever used a dial-up modem to connect to the Internet has experienced poor performance due to phone line throughput limitations (see Figure 2). T1 network lines provide markedly faster data transfer rates. Imagine warfighters deployed in the desert trying to use a dial-up connection to access critical combat support capabilities.

A monitoring capability for HA systems and applications must be designed as part of the overall solution. Using the system’s HA requirements, a comprehensive set of metrics must be established, monitored, and reported to ensure that all aspects of the systems are meeting the required HA thresholds. HA testing is best accomplished by using proactive monitoring tools that actually perform the same actions performed by users. Simple ping-style monitoring tools are not sufficient because they are only capable of checking the system health at the operating system level. These are not capable of monitoring any application-level services. Some important metrics to consider tracking are: overall aggregate system availability (which considers all system services necessary to provide service); overall aggregate system reachability from several locations (i.e., several different bases); and average round-trip time for heavily used capabilities (i.e., a commonly used transaction performed via a Web application).

**HA System Design**

In order to design HA applications, developers must understand the HA capabilities that the hosting system allows. Two of the most critical design aspects of HA systems are the physical system architecture and session clustering. In order to design HA Web applications, it is necessary to understand how the hosting system implemented these design characteristics.

GCSS-AF has been designed as a highly available system, and affords services that allow Web applications to be hosted on the system in an HA configuration. Availability, reachability, and performance have been painstakingly designed and implemented in the GCSS-AF system to ensure that it performs adequately and that no single point of failure exists. This means that every aspect of the system is immune from any single system component failure.

Every physical server and software service of GCSS-AF is carefully examined during the architecture phase to ensure that at least two independent silos are built and configured in such a way that if any one silo were to go down, the remaining silo(s) would pick up the workload. The intent is to provide users a system where they do not experience any interruption of service.

Figure 3 illustrates a simplified, tiered, physical-system architecture suitable for hosting HA Web applications (the GCSS-AF architecture is significantly more complex, both in terms of tiers and services). Three Web servers and three Web application servers are interconnected to form a set of redundant services. In the event of any system component failure (i.e., server crash), these networked servers automatically reroute user requests to an available Web application server.

In addition to fail-over, this configuration also provides load balancing of user sessions (at the Web and Web application server tiers). Load balancing coupled with fail-over provides a better operational solution than fail-over alone because it provides for greater scalability and takes advantage of all available capacity, whereas a hot standby idles until needed.

In fact, all GCSS-AF system components have been designed using the HA
principle of eliminating every potential single point of failure. At the network layer, reachability and network performance are provided by modern redundant routers and switches, which ensure multiple access paths to the system. The system is made up of state-of-the-art redundant hardware components that provide exceptional performance and availability (GCSS-AF employs SunFire technology).

At the application layer, performance and availability are provided by redundant software services, which are hosted on different servers to prevent a server failure from impacting software service availability. Additionally, each software component has been designed and configured to support HA optimally. None of this happened by chance; this was all considered in the earliest phases of design.

The second crucial topic relative to HA system design is user session fail-over assurance. A user session is nothing more than a set of related requests and responses between the user and a Web application server. A session is established when a user first accesses the Web application, and is maintained until the user logs off. If for any reason the user session is lost, the Web application server will no longer be able to associate the user with the work they were doing; all of the user’s unsaved work will be lost.

The most common causes of user session loss are server and required software service failures (usually in the form of crashes or corruptions). Although the architecture depicted in Figure 3 does provide multiple paths for traversing between tiers, it does not automatically provide user session fail-over. Session fail-over must be designed into the system.

There are essentially three session management approaches used in Web application servers: no session fail-over, database persistent sessions, and memory-to-memory sessions [2]. No session fail-over is unfortunately the most common, and is the default for most Web application servers. In the event of a server failure, all user sessions will be lost along with any unsaved work. These users will be forced to log on again and start over from scratch.

The second approach, database persistent sessions, requires session data to be stored and maintained in a database while the session is alive. If the server fails, then the user’s session will be transferred transparently to another Web application server. However, a performance drawback exists with the database approach – session data must be saved and retrieved from the database in order to maintain the session state.

The third approach, memory-to-memory sessions, is the best approach. In this approach, session data is replicated among the servers, providing session fail-over and much better performance than the database approach. Because sessions can be transferred among any of the servers in the cluster, both the database and the memory-to-memory session techniques are referred to as session clustering approaches. Session clustering is required for HA systems like GCSS-AF.

Although session clustering is documented as an open standard in the Java Servlet 2.3 Application Program Interface (API) Specification, clustering does not generally provide fail-over across application servers in different vendor implementations. For example, a Web application hosted on IBM WebSphere cannot fail-over to the Oracle 9iAS and vice versa. Therefore, session clustering must be addressed separately for each supported application server type (GCSS-AF supports four different Web application servers: IBM WebSphere, Microsoft IIS, Oracle 9iAS, and BroadVision IM; each is independently configured for HA).

Now that some of the important aspects of HA system design have been addressed, we delve into the design considerations for HA Web applications.

Web Application HA Design Considerations
GCSS-AF treats Web applications as software components. Consequently, GCSS-AF hosted Web applications should be designed using approaches similar to the HA system design for software services. The key design elements required for Web application HA include scaling and cloning, treatment of transient data, and wise extension of user sessions with custom objects to provide a survivable storage mechanism for transient data.

Scaling and Cloning
Horizontal scaling means that a Web application has been cloned and is running on at least two independent servers configured to ensure fail-over. Horizontal cloning is required for Web applications to operate in a HA state; it provides fail-over, load balancing, additional user capacity, and enables scalability.

Assuming the application has been designed properly, cloning is a relatively simple task to perform on most Web application servers. For example, on GCSS-AF, it takes about two hours to horizontally clone a combat support mission application. Web application clones can also be placed into a vertical scaling scenario where multiple Web application instances run on one application server.
Vertical scaling can provide additional capacity, and does provide server-level fail-over. Figure 4 illustrates Web applications in both horizontal and vertical scaling configurations.

Prior to establishing redundancy through horizontal scaling, a full capacity analysis should be conducted to determine the system resources required to serve the planned user base. The capacity analysis catalogs the total number of users, the average and peak concurrent user load, required application Random Access Memory per instance, cumulative required hard disk space, and other production-related details to arrive at a physical fielding profile for the Web application. The fielding profile depicts how many Web application instances are necessary and lays out precisely which application servers they will reside on.

Additionally, it is important that enough capacity is provided through resource provisioning (Web and application servers, Web application instances, memory, storage, etc.) so that if any one system or application component fails, the average user load can still be served. In other words, extra capacity must be allocated by design to handle failures and times of peak usage. The goal of GCSS-AF is to run servers at not more than 40 percent capacity under average load conditions; this allows the necessary excess capacity.

**Treatment of Transient Data**

Strict separation between layers, as prescribed by the Model-View-Controller (MVC) logical design paradigm [3], results in applications that have business logic and data clearly separated (see Figure 5). This decoupling of layers greatly reduces complexity, fosters code reuse, enables flexibility, and simplifies maintainability throughout the life cycle. In short, MVC provides the necessary logical design foundation for developing maintainable and HA applications.

MVC-designed applications should not manipulate database data directly using Java Database Connectivity (JD BC); instead, they should take a pure object-oriented approach and interact with data using objects [4]. Data objects are implemented as Entity Beans or simple JavaBeans, and are buffered by the data access layer, which directly communicates with the database via JD BC.

Using the MVC logical design approach results in Web applications that are suitable for running in a HA mode because they scale nicely (both horizontally and vertically). However, using MVC does not prevent developers from making HA design mistakes. For instance, MVC does not preclude the use of transient session data. Transient session data can best be viewed as the user's unsaved work on the Web application server. If the server fails, all transient data is lost, just like when a workstation user experiences a power outage with unsaved work. In the event of a failure, HA-enabled Web applications will fail-over to another server; however, all transient data will be lost. HA Web applications must be designed in such a fashion that a session fail-over will not result in the loss of any of the user's work. Specifically in Java 2 Enterprise Edition, the session, JavaBeans, Java classes, and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs) can contain transient data [5].

Session EJBs illustrate the pitfalls of using transient data in HA Web applications. Session EJBs can be either stateful or stateless. Stateful session beans maintain transient state information (in-memory data) that is used to serve or converse with the user. Stateful sessions are valuable because they allow data caching, which can dramatically improve performance. However, they do have a dark side. Should the application server fail, all of this transient data is permanently lost. For example, consider a warfighter placing an order for communications equipment (using a combat support mission Web application similar to Amazon.com). As the warfighter places items into the shopping cart, the stateful session bean keeps track of the requested items in-memory. The EJB now has state, namely this in-memory list of items. Completing the order and checking out depends on the in-memory state information remaining available. The problem with this approach for HA Web applications is that when a server fails, this state information is lost and cannot be recovered. The user will be disrupted, and be forced to start over [6].

Properly designed HA Web applications can prevent users from experiencing transient data loss by employing stateless objects. Stateless session beans maintain no in-memory state data that could be lost in the event of a server failure. Each method in a stateless session EJB executes independently and does not rely on or store any in-memory state data. Again, consider the warfighter shopping cart example; since a stateless session bean does not maintain state data, the bean must add the warfighter's selected items to a persistent object (which moves the data into a database table via the Data Access Layer, see Figure 5). At checkout, the selected items will be retrieved from this table and the transaction will be completed. In the event of a failure, the clustered session would fail-over to another application server, and upon checkout the new application server would simply read the list of selected items from a persistent object (which pulls the data from the database table) and complete the order. Because of this resiliency, HA Web applications should only use stateless session beans. This treatment of transient data applies to servlets and regular JavaBeans as well.

**Customizing the Session Object**

If a Web application has the need to store information about a user in addition to what the user session object provides, a good approach is to extend the session by adding custom objects. Returning to our
warfighter shopping cart example, we could extend the user session object by adding an object called SelectedItems (which is a Java ArrayList of EquipmentItems). The warfighter’s selected items can now be stored in the newly SelectedItems object of the user’s session. To process the checkout, these items are simply retrieved from this in-memory object (assuming memory-to-memory session clustering is used). In the event of a server failure, these objects will be treated as part of the user’s session and will be subject to session clustering fail-over previously discussed. Thus, a server failure will cause a complete fail-over of the user’s session and transient data without the user ever experiencing any interruption in service. This approach also provides a gain in performance because the SelectedItems are stored in memory instead of the database. This is a good approach for a relatively small amount of data. Large amounts of data should not be stored with the user session object [2].

Conclusion

Developing HA systems and applications is not about technology. It is about meeting the needs of the warfighter. To serve the warfighter, Web applications should be designed up-front to provide HA, which can be viewed as a composition of three components: availability, reachability, and performance. Each of these HA elements must be designed into the hosting system as well as the Web application. HA systems must ensure that the architecture designs away all single points of failure. The most important consideration for HA Web applications is horizontal scaling. Other important aspects of HA design include strict separation between layers (using MVC), the use of session clustering and fail-over, the treatment of transient data, and extending the session object with custom objects.
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